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For those of you following the discussions
regarding the fed cattle market negotiated trade,
there are now summaries available on the
research done by several livestock economists
120000
across the U.S. on the topic of cattle markets, and
100000
price discovery. These summary papers are
condensed fact sheets of the larger book compiled
80000
by the Agricultural and Food Policy Center (AFPC)
at Texas A&M. This series of papers were
60000
presented in June of 2021 at a workshop jointly
40000
sponsored by USDA Office of the Chief Economist
and the AFPC.
20000
There are 10 fact sheets available, including a
0
history on how the market arrived here, a primer
on price discovery, and how markets evolve and
react to new information. Cattle market risks and
how that has shaped the way the industry does
business, the incentives for cattle feedlots and
packers, and examining them impacts of black swan events such as
COVID-19 are all included in the topic list. Further, there is an
examination of the proposed trade targets that were being
discussed last year. There is substantial research behind each of
these fact sheets as well as the book itself, which is all publically
available. The summary papers and a link to the full publication
book can be found on the Livestock Marketing Information
Center’s website: Cattle Markets, Price Discovery, and Emerging
Issues.
Cattle on Feed Pre-report Estimates: Analysts previewed the
Cattle on Feed report that is due out Friday by USDA NASS. Prereports for the Cattle Inventory (scheduled release 1/31/2022) are
not expected until next week.
Analysts were in agreement that December placements are
very likely to be above a year ago. However, the range of estimates
varied considerably from even with last year to up 5%. The average
expectation is up 2.5% over December2020. The marketings
average analyst expectation is 100.8% of a year ago. The range was
100.2-102.1%, with some debate regarding how many fed steers
and heifers are being shipped to Mexico for slaughter. Cattle
exports to Mexico have increased three fold in 2021, but the trade
data for December will not be released until the first week of
February.
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Analysts estimated the Jan 1 Cattle on Feed report to show the
number of cattle on feed will be very close to Jan 1 of 2021, and
about a half a percent spread on those estimates.
Labor at the Plants: Daily estimated slaughter this week
indicates cattle slaughter levels are still running slightly under
capacity. Tuesday showed total estimated cattle slaughter was
117,000 head and Monday’s steer and heifer levels were 89,000
head. Monday was a federal holiday, but showed a level that
indicated plants were running normal shifts. Wednesday’s levels
showed 115,000 head slaughtered and 89,000 steers and heifers.
Estimated January average daily steer and heifer slaughter is about
3,500 head under December’s actual daily average. The rest of
January should help increase the daily average with no more
holidays expected.
On the hog side, average daily slaughter numbers in January
are about 17,000 head behind December’s daily average. Tuesday
of this week, estimated slaughter increased to 468,000 and
Wednesday’s was 457,000. Tuesday’s level was the highest in 16
days where kills were reported.
Actual slaughter data and the weights will help fill in the picture
of absenteeism at plants in the coming weeks.
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